That that Dunbar Lisa
some good golf on the first of these
sassy Michelle Watson
start me and send us in England
relaxing shame that you’re
homeless on the Internet
hands of his blood and guts
we years case the business bird
I’ll tell José through on your home
is still on the roof
is something about the CM hanson,
more than them about you
turned us currency on
also dear hi dear mobile:
allows you understand my English
to decline gunfire and school
you’re on your all
are you having didn’t handsome handsome
Paul Hansen: Alex –
Jog your homeless
would Jesus do you lonely
than that coming around Houston
okay Tony at the Meadow
comics England Patmos
from goods was yesterday
most birds to your Tina Sanders
Philadelphia walk low
geeky Gordon Brown sincerest
doesn’t hold it in my male member
made on sauger lump still good
meatloaf glanced Ellen Soriano
so early and then also won
before to Glenn Medibank
humblest was there gone
wasn’t built small as factory
manager Linda Bronson advertisement
was arrested by the system.
Using heard a hand will hand someone,
scalloped via gets there
Evening you will sit
Steve is too lenient of something in Ephesus
Ensemble and collapsed a lot of good
Orgasm see a girl scarier you leave
Sleeve keeping emphasis something
and dismayed sourcing under fresh start
the sister on standard recently via
Tricia Lindley downloading fucked
and don’t mind really earlier to this manner
sometimes I cannot see you done
any further delay and Salton Sea Menorca
Pointed out just as careful
it still seem reasonable and,
custom order of anything else
that set of tools for easy date
is your dog what are you doing
interferon around and say
to do something about something
else going discord or something on the
Sleeping in for something
En sorcery around some more

discount but created a set of
the editorial board that sort of
Washington and Laura fostering man
or indifferent you getting to
Albany Indians in the doorbell
on the bus meeting organised
on the day that this was here
the Sultan ball hello what time
Do you stay at home or personality
Billy Slater and Selena Barlach
at the NFL north-east really there
sucked on what authorship important
saw also Tuesday saw them
and some Somerset Hall received
an equally the last letter
The norm I’m asking us know
today is three double months
bed do tomorrow over
tendency to something attend
son seed and scary year
of the door the year in England
beat Stadium Stearman pedestal
with me mum some intervention and snuffle
Steve is doing a misunderstanding
into your year shall say good sawn
handsome here goes some cheats
a normal delivery unit
roads descending agenda
is surely coming to the chairman
building toilet it will be attending
CMC ending I fear an obsession
Andy I’m going to clean Isabella Hollis
and psychological fear to lead
hopefully diminish and I believe
I took great of the shipped hello
Hannah T. handle on anything
alone closing took
Seriously have there Adam Johnson
will Mellor scandal that the bus
was formerly maintenance on
from understanding I was born
scheduled and pissed all
of the something else
go before the awesome dancing
around soccer
(O year Rory and Logan has learning event
Mental anger Jackie Alison
in the heart of a ladder
in December sometimes
you later Julia Seo your lady
don’t put you on hold fast horses,
and sincere girl we’re at communion
that isn’t that scary microphone
landscaper lead on install
yeah tonight or Sunday show
someone lacked sorrowful
thorough folder rescue you
do tomorrow redundancy it into something

Sassy Michelle Watson and Dunbar Lisa are angels from the past. They murdered Paul
Hansen in the school shooting. They can not speak English and they come to Josè for
support.
But who is Alex?
This is the Word, the prediction of the day of the Apocalypse; Evening you will sit.
Steve – naughty Steve – seduces girls and then dumps them because they are ugly.
Steve’s friend, bus driver Adam Johnson, hates politician Tricia Lindley. In genral, his
life sucks, driving Albany Indians around the country, while their league takes over the
country.
The dog is the last creature on the planet, dreaming. All cats are extinct.
Laura gathered some people to conspire Albany Indians on the national level.
Billy Slater and Selena Barlach put lots of psychological pressure on Isabella Hollis, the
writer, the author, the supporter of Albany Indians.
The rules to follow England will be fixed, and NFL can continue at their Stadium Stearman, on the national level.
Steve cheats on his girlfriends, having sex in the toilet. He has sex with Isabella Hollis
and dumps her too.
Isabella Hollis is really threatened, and heartbroken because of Steve.
Adam Johnson, the bus driver, hates his life.
Jackie Alison, the lady from medieval ages, re-appears as a ghost. Her servant, Julia
Seo, prepares the horses. All the ghosts, as well as all the people, have to be cleared
from this planed on the day of the Apocalypse.
Man always creates meaning. But what are we left with if we dissolve language? What
happens when we move away from our logocentric consensus? The book of Revelations lost
in translation between human speech and machine interpretation.
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